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TIle KelDmer relativistic Wave equation of a p!l.ltiele of spin one or EetO and parti. 
cularly the commutation relations of Duflin-kemmer ~·rnD.trlces have been obtained by 
the generalization of the corresponding non-relativistic wave equation. This covariant 
formulation is achieved by maKing a Lorenz.transformation to a reference frame in 
which the velocity of the particle is relatively high from a reference frame in which 
the velOcity is small and also by generBlic;ing the concept of IIpin and spin space. 
Feshback & Villars (1958) derived the Dirac equation by the generali-
.ation of the non-relativistic Pault equation in an unique manner. They 
started with the particle in the reference frame in which the Pauli 
theory applies and the wave function, f, has two components corres-
ponding to two orientations of the spin. The relativistic descripti6n is 
then obtained by making a Lorentz transformation to a reference frame 
in which the velocity of the particle is relatively high. For this 
purpose they generalized the concept of spin and spin space, and sought 
for covariant equation in that space. The purpose of this paper is to 
show that by fonowing their procedure a similar derivation can also be 
made of the Kemmer (1939) wave equation of a particle of spin one or 
zero, particularly in obtaining the commutation relations of Duffin-
Kemmer (Duffin, 1939) p-matrices. 
The non-relativistic Hamiltonian of a particle of charge e and the 
intrinsic magnetic moment po in a given electromagnetic field defined by 
the vector potential A and the scalar potential A, is gives. by 
t ( e)' H =z,;;: P - ··c A + eA,-(I'.h). 
The wave equation is then 
it ate = 2~(-itgrad -+ A) 2 ~ +eA, f-(p..h)~, (\) 
where 
(2) 
-·Present ,<ldrCSI ; 66, Ilelt.l. Road, Calcutta-Z6. 
( 92 ) 
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5 being the infinitesimal rotation operator in the spin space. We 
assume the commutation rules for the components of S as 
(3) 
where I, j, "are cyclic permutations of 1, 2, 3, which one expects for 
components of any angular momenrum. When expressed in covariant 
form, (3) becomes 
(4) 
Further we assume that 
8;'=8;, (.=1, 2, 3), (5) 
so that the eigenvalues of 8; are -1, 0, 1, which means that the particle 
has spin 1. The wave function + in (1) then has three components 
corresponding to the three independent orientations of the spin. 
In the irreducible representation in which 8, is diagonal (3) and (5) 
are satisfied by (powell & Crasemann, 1963) 
81=.J-=(~ ~ ~), 8.= i-2(~ -6 J),88=(6 g ~) ]1'2 0 1 0 ~. 0 1 0 0 0 -1 (6) 
One can show, as a consequence of (4) and (5), that Hj (;=1, 2,3) 
satisfy the commutation relations 









To see this, muhiply (3) on the left by 81 and on the right also by 81 
and on subtraction one obtains 
(9) 
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Multiply this equation on both sides by S, and using (5), one gets 
Again multiplying on both sides by Si 
Thus one derives (Be) and hence (8b) from (9). To obtain (8d) multiply 
(3) on both sides by S, and Sj, again reverse dlis order of multiplica-
tion and add deriving 
Si'Bj'-Bj'Si'=i(S,SkBj+S,S,Si), (ii'ji'k), 
where (8c) has been used. Now by repeated application of (8b) one 
proves that 
whence (Sd) is verified. 
The invaTiance of the commutation relation (7) or of (4) and (5) under 
an orthogon.l transform.tion 
(10) 
ail being the transformation matrix relating the two coordinate systems, 
is evident. Clearly the transformation (10) changes the representation of 
the S matrices. 
The relativistic description is now obtained by making a Lorentz 
transformation to the reference system in which the velocity is large. 
For this purpose we identify that S is the space-part of an antisymm .. 
trical tensor E~, - that is the rotation operator S, whose components 
have the properties (Ba)- (Bd), is a pseudovector constructed from the 
spatial components of E~,. Thus 
(11) 
The space·time part we denote by the vector operator 
(IZ) 
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We must regard T as unknown for the present, Our first problem is 
to find the relations between T and S and also the commutation rules 
of T, Under a Lorentz transformation, E~. is transformed to 
For instance, under a Lorentz transformation for a motion of the 
primed reference system relative to an unprimed one, in which the 





wheree= (l_~_)-l. Similar relations follow for motions in thea:.-
and z, - directions, which can be obtained from (13a) and (13b) by 
cyclic permutations of 1, 2, 3. 
The relations (8a) - (8d) should be valid for any inertial system of 
reference, and hence in the primed system also, Then from B."=B,' 
and B,"=Il.', we have 
S.ZT8t'l',SltB.Tall.=T'j 
T,'S.t 8.'1'.'+ T,8,Ta=8" 
'1','='1', 
with similar relations obtained by the interchange of 2 and 3, 
(14) 
Similar relations are obtained for motions along X, • and "" • directions, 
by cyclic permutations of 1 ,2,3. 
To see (14) we subatitute 8; from (13a) in 8,'1=5,' and get 
.• '. (.')( .U"') 
-I i '1',' = 1 - 01 8. t • -;-" 
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Equating the co·efficients of each power of ~ on both sides or thiB equa-
c 
tion we obtain the set (14). Similatly from Ba" = Ba'. 
In a similar way, B?8', + 8',1:1','=8'" (;~J), gives for ;,j=(2,I), (3,1), 
(1,2), (1,3), (2,3), (3,2) 
TiS, + S,P,' = B" } 
(8,T,8, + 8,T,8,) + (S,8,T, + T,B,8,) = 0, 
( with rhe interchange of 2 and 3 ) 
... (15) 
8,'T.+ T,B,' = T" S,'T.+ T,8,' = T" ... (16) 
(T,8,T, + T,S,T,) + (8,T,T, + T,T,8,)-(1','8, + 8,P,') = - s" (17) 
(S,'I',8, + S,T,S,) + (T,B,,9, .~ 8,8,'I',)-(B,'T, + T,S,') = - T"} 
T,'T, + T,T,' = T" 
(with the interchange of 2 and 3) 
Futther 8,'5/8;'=0, (i"tj), contributes for ;,j = (2,1), (3,1), (1,2), (1,3) 
(2,3), (3,2) 
8,8,T, + T,8,B, = 0, } T,8,T, = 0, ... (18) (with the interchange of 2 and 3) 
8,T,8, = 0, 8,T,S, = 0, 
_(19) 
8,T,8, = T,8,I:1, + 8,8,'1'" 
1 
T,S,T, = 8.T,T, + 2',T ,8" 
... (ZOI T,T,T, = 0, 
(with the interchange of 2 and 3) 
Finally 8:8,'8,' + 8,8,'8;' = 0, (i"tj~k), gives fot i,j, k = (1,2,3), 
(1,3,2) and (2,1,3) 
(8,T,8, + 8,T,8,) - (8,8,T, + T,8,8,) = 0, 
8,T,T, + T,TaS, = 0, 
(with the interchange of 2 and 3) 
(T,8,S, + 8,8.TiJ - (8,8,T. + T,/it8,) = 0, 
T,8,I:1, + T,8,2', = 0, } 
.. ,(21) 
... (22) 
The telations similar to (15)-(22) are obtained for transformatioDsin the 
z .... 1I, and Z,"'I plllI1e by the cyclic petrnutations of I,Z,3. 
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Collecting the results one has the following relations between T k : 
'NTj + TjT;' = Til (;'FJ1, 
T,T{f; = 0, (i~j), 
T,·= T" 
and the relations between 8, and T I are gi1ren bv 
8 jl T, + T,8,' = T" (i~j), 
T,'Sj + SjT,' = 8" ('~j), 
8,''';8, = 0, (i~j), 
8,T,8j = T,8,8, + 8;8,T" (j~j), 
T,8,T, >= 8,T,T, + T,T;B;, (i~j), 
B,B,T, + T,8;B, = 0, (i~#k), 
T,Tj8, + B,T;T, = 0, (i~j#), 
T,S,T, + T,8,T, = 0, (j~j#), 
8,T,8, + 8,Tj8, = 0, (iH#ok), 
T,8,Tj+Tj8;T,+8JT,T;+T,T,8,-(T.'8,+B,Tr)= -8" (i~j), 
(B,T;81+8{f;8J-(B,8,T,+T,8,B,)=0, (.;1'1#), 
(T;8,8,+8;8,1',)-(8I B,T,+T,8,8.)=0, tii'j#), 















The relation (27d) has been obtained from the second set of (15) and (27a). 
The first set of (14) is satisfied by (24a) and (25a), and the second set by 
(24b) and (Z5b). It should be noticed that the relations between three T's 
with different indices are absent in (23). This is caused by our restriction 
to Lorentz transformation for motion in the direction of coordinate axes 
only, in which. case only two of the components of S are transformed and 
one remains unchanged. 
For further discuasion we use the follOWing result .:-Any vector V in 
Spill"space s.tiSD.1lI the COlUlUllt.tions relations (Powell &. Crasemann, 1963) 
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an equation, which in terms of the E;, (i, k '" 1,2,3) lilly be written as 
.. ,(3~) 
lndentifying T with V, we have the relations 
[8;, T;I '" 0, [8;, Tjl = - [.9j, T;l = iT., (i,i, k=cVIic) .. (31) 
The simplest solution of this equation for 8. in terO:s of Pi may be 
expressed as a product of two T.matrices. The detail working of the 
method, that we have followed here, is the same as has been used later for 
the derivation of the commutation relations for ,8-matrices. To avoid 
repetition of calculations we give here only the main results. Since 8j =E;) 
is an antisymmetrical tensor of rank two, we obtain 
; 8, = (T,Tj-T,T,), (i, j, k=cyclic) ... {'32) 
with the three commutation relations (23) for T; and in addition 
... (33) 
The relations (23) and (33) between T's can then be expressed in 
co.variant form as 
T;T,T,+T,T,T;=T,,,,,,+T,8j; 
With the use of [8;, T, 1=0, (26a) and (Z6b), the relations (28a) and 
(2Sb) can be simplified to -
.. ,(28a') 
8,T;T,+TiT~~i-T,8,T; = - 8;, (i#j) ... (2Sb') 
and (29a) and (29b) are identically satisfted. 
The relations (24al-(27d), (28a') and (2Sb') give all possible teIatIons 
between two 8'. and one P, and between rwo T'. and one S. By a simple 
but tedious calculations it can be shown that they are all identically satisfied 
by (32), which has hl;ell obtainet;l from (31). TIlUB these ~tionB tosethet 
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with (34) are consistent with (31) and can aIao be obtained directly from 
it (See the Appendix). 
We have thus obtained the properties of the rotation operator 1:~. in 
spin space. One should notice that the relations (7) and (34) are the 
commutation relations for the Dullin-Kemmer ~-matrices. But there is one 
difference, the fundamental Duffi.n·Kemther matrices are four, whereas we 
have here only three 8-matrices and three T·matrices. We shaH now prove 





For this purpose, a general infinitesimal Lorentz transformation is 
performed on p~, such that 
where ,,~.=3~,+Q)p., .,~.=-.,.~, are the co-officients in Lorent! trans-
formation and the Einstein summation rule has been foHowed. The 
commutation relations between E~8 and p~ aIe then obtained from (37) 
and the result will be a covariant generalization of (30) which is given by 
... (38) 
If iIIe put E18, X81 , XII=81>8.,8, and Xu, Xu, X.,=T
" 
TI, Ti , we have 
from (38) 
LB .. 8,]=0, [P" 8J=iP., [P"8.]=-/P,, 
LB., 8,]=-/p., [~., 81]=0, [P" 8.]=,P" 
LB;,8,]=i.8., LB., 8,l=-iP" LB., 8.]=0, 
LB" 8,]=0, [P., 8.]=0, [P" 8.]=0, 




LB., 1'.1""-ip,, LB., 1'.1=0, 
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whence we have 
... (401) 
The solutions of (38) for 1!~. are evidently functions of the matrices 
~~, Following Bh.bh. (1945, 1949) the simplest assumption that can be 
made is that E~. contain no term tllat is a product of more than two {J-
matrices. Hence, since E~. is an antis~mmetric tensor, it should have the 
form 
.,,(42) 
where q' is a constant ",number, The commutation relations for p~ can 
now be obtained directly using the relations (40a) and (41a) and 
follOWing the method given in the Appendix. Rather than work out this 
in detail we adopt the following method, 
(42) can also be written in terms of S. and Pi as 
'1'[~.', I/Il=i S., for k, 1,III=CYcl. (l,Z,3,) 
g'fl/., I/J=iP., k=l,2,3 
... (4Ob) 
... (41b) 
The commutation relation. (4Oa), (40b), 1(4a) and (14b) show that T. and 
91/~ will have the same eigen values as S, (Hepner, 1951l. Since for spin one 
the eigenvalues of 8, are-I, 0, I, these are also the eigenvalues of the 
matrices gil; and P k. Thus 
... (43) 
The second relation has already been obtained in (23). Since by (41b), 
P, are expressed in terms of ~., hence in order that the expression (32) 
for 8, may be consistent with the expression (4Ob), we should have 
'1'=1. 
Hence we obtain 
i1!~, =(fJ~f1.-P.f1,) 




P;f1~f1v-M,f1l-f1~f1.f1;+M~f1~=8~,fI,-8~,f1~ ... (47) 
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2p~p~p,-p~lp~ _p~p,l= - p~, (,.:FA), 
Multiplying on both sides by P, and using (45), we have 
2p,·p~p,·=P~P~Pf' (,.:FA) 
Again multiplying on both sides by (1" we obtain 
Hence 
Consequently (48) reduces to 
Further for ,.*_",A, (47) becomes 
PfP,P.+fJ.P,p~=p,P.{1, +fJ~fJ.fJ, 
Multiplying by P,I from the left and using (45) and (49) 
(1,'p,{1,P.+P.P,p,= 0 
We then obtain using (50) and (49) 






Hence fJfP~fl. + fl.P,P, which is symmetric in I' and _ should have the form 
. (35) 
which includes (45), (49), (50) and (51), These are the well-known 
Dullin-Kemmer commutation relations of floJllatrices in the theory of 
spin one. 
A four-vector p" which is the Duffin-Kemmer representation, thus 
exists in spin-space, and has been obtained via Lorentz transformation 
from the non-relativistic rePlfSentation of the spin. A scalar can then be 
formed by contractin& {1p with the four-vector D'=-aa -.p.. A" where 
:r;~ ""c 
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A~ is the four' potential. This provides us the possibility of constructing 
a first order covariant wave equation for a particle of spin one. 
...(52) 
where K is to be so identified that one obtains in the field free case the 
Klein-Gordon equation as a second order equation. It is well known that 
on identification. is found to be meMo 
ApPENDIX 
We have from (31) 
8;T,-T,S; = ;1'1, ;, j, k=cycl (1, Z, 3). • .. (AI) 
By multiplication of (AI) on the left with S, and on the right also with 81 
and on subtraction 
... (Al) 
and by multiplication of this on both sides by S, and with the use of 
S,'=8, 
8,1',8, =ZSlT,s, 




and, by (Al) 
... (A4) 
By multiplication of (AI) on the right with '1'IS, and on the left with 
S,T1 and on addition 
8,(1',1'1 - '1',1';)S, = ;(TI8i+8i TlJ 
with the use of (Al). Therefore, since 8,'=8., 
... (AS) 
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if 
iSi=(TjT,-T,T j), i,i. k=cycl (1, Z, 3) ... (A6) 
When (AI) is multiplied on the left with 7', and on the right also with 
1', and subtracted 
ZTjS,T,-(T,'S,tSiT,')=i(1',Tk-T,Tj)= -SI 
Therefore, by (AS) 
Tj8,1',=0, (i~j) 
Multiplying (AI) on both sides by Tj and using (A7) 
... (A7) 
1',1',1',=0, (ih). . .. (AB) 
By the substitution of (A6) in (AI) and with the use of (AB) 
2','T.tT,'l','=1'., (j~k), ... (A9) 
By multiplication of (AI) on both sides by T. 
iT,'=T,SI2'jT,-T,T,SiT• 
Hence, since S,T,-T,Si= -iT,. with the use of (AS) and (A9) 
T,'=Tj'T.+T.T,'=T, ... (AIO) 
Finally multiplying (AI) on the left and on the right with T, and T, res-
pectively and reversing the order of multiplication, and on addition 
T,1',1'jtT,T,Ti=O, ... (All) 
where (A7), (AS), (A9) and T,8i=SITi have been used, 
By substitution of Si given by (A6) in (Z6a)-(27b), (2B.') and (2Sb'), we 
find thlt these are identically satisfied, Thus all the relations between T'-s 
aud between T's and S's are direct consequence of (31). Further Si in (A6) 
satisfy all the commutation relations (Sa)-(Bd) if the commutation rela-
tions (34) for 1', are utilized. 
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